DNA substrate specificity of reverse gyrase from extremely thermophilic archaebacteria.
It has been shown earlier that eukaryotic type I DNA topoisomerases act on duplex DNA regions, while eubacterial type I topoisomerases require single-stranded regions. The present paper demonstrates that the type I topoisomerase from extremely thermophilic archaebacteria, reverse gyrase, winds DNA by binding to single-stranded DNA regions. Thus, type I topoisomerases, both relaxing one in eubacteria and reverse gyrase in extremely thermophilic archaebacteria share a substrate specificity to melted DNA regions. The important consequence of this specificity is that the cellular DNA superhelical stress actively controlled by bacterial topoisomerases is confined to a narrow range characterized by a low stability of the double helix. Hence we suppose that bacterial topoisomerase systems control duplex stability near its minimum, for which purpose they create an appropriate negative superhelicity at moderate temperatures or a positive one at extremely high temperatures, the feedback being ensured by the aforesaid specificity of type I bacterial topoisomerases.